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Pro MySQL (Expert's Voice in Open Source)Apress, 2005

	Data, in all varieties, continues to be the cornerstone from which modern organizations

	and businesses derive their information capital. Whether putting items in an online shopping

	cart for checkout or tracking terabytes of purchase history to find shopping trends, having a

	database to store and retrieve data has...
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Business Continuity Management: Building an Effective Incident Management PlanJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Whether an international corporation or a small business, developing and utilizing


	a Business Continuity Management (BCM) Plan protects companies and

	their personnel, facilities, materials, and activities from the broad spectrum of risks

	that face businesses and government agencies on a daily basis, whether at home or...
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A+ Certification Practice Questions Exam Cram 2 (Exams: 220-301, 220-302)Que, 2004
The A+ certification is the most popular certification program in the world, certifying more than 500,000 individuals since its inception in 1998. These exams certify readers knowledge of basic computer hardware and operating systems. This certification is extremely popular because it is essential to anybody who requires a baseline set of skills or...
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Code Leader: Using People, Tools, and Processes to Build Successful Software (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2008
Code Leader: Using People, Tools, and Processes to Build Successful Software
    "Patrick is a pragmatist with a purist's knowledge. He has a deep understanding of what 'smells' right, and he knows when and how to find the right balance to get the job done. This philosophy of balanced 'pure pragmatism' pervades this book...
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Essential XML Quick Reference: A Programmer's Reference to XML,  XPath, XSLT, XML Schema, SOAP, and MoreAddison Wesley, 2001
"Finally, a complete and thorough reference book covering all of the most important XML technologies, including the latest addition (XML Schema), in one concise and consistent presentation. I will definitely have this book close at hand."
—Chris Lovett, Product Unit Manager, B2B Web Services, Microsoft
...
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Linux Recipes for Oracle DBAs (Recipes: a Problem-Solution Approach)Apress, 2008
Linux Recipes for Oracle DBAs is an example–based book on managing Oracle Database in a Linux environment. Covering commonly used distributions such as Red Hat Enterprise Linux and Oracle Enterprise Linux, the book is written for database administrators who need to get work done and lack the luxury of curling up fireside with a...
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Beginning Information Cards and CardSpace: From Novice to Professional (Expert's Voice in .Net)Apress, 2007
If you work at all with Internet-facing solutions, you know that the lack of an identity metasystem is a critical vulnerability in the design. Various consortiums have worked to define a system of identity--a platform-agnostic way of communicating and validating claims of identity. If you work with identity solutions or structures, you will find...
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Ruling the Root: Internet Governance and the Taming of CyberspaceMIT Press, 2004
In Ruling the Root, Milton Mueller uses the theoretical framework of institutional economics to analyze the global policy and governance problems created by the assignment of Internet domain names and addresses. “The root” is the top of the domain name hierarchy and the Internet address space. It is the only point of...
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Microsoft Office Excel 2003 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2003
You’ll notice some changes as soon as you start Microsoft Excel 2003. The toolbars
and menu bar have a new look, and there are some new task panes available on the
right side of your screen. But the features that are new or greatly improved in this
version of Excel go beyond just changes in appearance. Some changes won’t...
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IT Security: Risking the CorporationPrentice Hall, 2003
Even the world's largest and most sophisticated networks are  vulnerable to attack-and so is yours. The scenarios described in IT Security:Risking the Corporation expose crucial  flaws in operating systems, networks, servers, and software-as well as the  vulnerability caused by poor training,...
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Foundations of Green IT: Consolidation, Virtualization, Efficiency, and ROI in the Data CenterPrentice Hall, 2009
“This book comprehensively discusses design considerations for the truly energy efficient data center.”
Scott Davis, Chief Data Center Architect, Office of the CTO, VMware, Inc.

 

This Book Isn’t About...
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XML and Web Services UnleashedSams Publishing, 2002
The Extensible Markup Language is changing the way that information is being stored and exchanged. It is also changing the very way that we think about data.  XML Unleashed allows you to unlock this new power and get you well on your way towards developing XML applications and systems that enable your most important business processes, or your...
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